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ABSTRACT 

This research is part of a joint effort between the ISGS and Northwestern University with an overall goal of 
developing microbial methods to augment coalescence/flotation physical desulfurization of Illinois coals. Objectives 
to achieve the goal are divided into two parts (A) examine mechanisms and enhancement of pyrite suppression in 
these processes and (B) provide engineering guidance and interpretation, then scale up of a total process. Six 
principal tasks define the approach to achieving the objectives and are divided between the two re.search groups. 
Tasks I-IVa are performed by ISGS researchers under J. B. Risatti's direction and are: 

Task I. Continue chemical studies to identify the specific compounds in extracts from EJ::Jilifiltrates that enhance 
suppression, and extend this work to include thiobacilli and perhaps other microorganisms. 
Task/I. Evaluate other bacteriafor a suppressant that enhances rates of pyrite suppression. 
Task III. Determine optimal conditions of activity for these suppressants and define conditions or specific 
compounds that inhibit suppressant activity. 
TaskNa. Comparison and chemistry of microbial suppressants to commercially available suppressants. 
and !Vb - VI by Northwestern University researchers under J. A. FitzPatrick's direction and are: 
Task Nb. Evaluate and define optimum pyrite suppression parameters for commercially available suppressants and 
selectfor comparison with microbial suppressants. 
Task V. Evaluate the use of microbial suppressants on -325 mesh pyrite and coals using small scale flotation cells . 

. Task VI. Evaluate the feasibility of producing microbial suppressants on a commercial scale. 

Suppression tests with .cultures of E. Coli and known chemical suppressants showed best combination of coal 
derived pyrite suppression and coal BTU recovery with microbial agents. A major project milestone was met when 
both ISGS and NUCRL research groups independently observed pyrite supression of 50 -80% with microbial 
extracts. Nuetral to acidic pH during flotation favors E. coli and carboxy methyl cellulose suppression of coal 
derived pyrite. Small scale flotation devices appears successful for pyrite suppression testing, but further 
intermediate (fractional liter and 8 liter) scale up corroboration is needed and scheduled in 1988 - ~9. Using data and 
other (including untested) assumptions for reagent (to achieve 50% pyrite rejection at 80% BTU recovery at kg/ton 
doses) production, separation, and isolation, a preliminary reagent cost of a few dollars/lb. Staged separation and 
offsite production of the E.coli grown on low cost substrates may further reduce costs and are foci for further scale up 
work in 1988 - 89. 
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